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Stephenville High School as a community will create a culture of academic achievement
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Message from Director, Principal and School Council

Director’s Message
June 2015

This school development report for the 2014-15 school year outlines your school’s
successes and highlights matters such as student achievement and professional
development.

The formulation of a school development report is the result of significant planning and
input from the entire school community. A thorough plan lays the foundation for a
productive and successful school year and will be beneficial to every member of the
school community, most importantly the students of your school.

As we conclude the first year of the District’s 2014-2017 Strategic Plan, I would like to
thank our school communities, administrators, teachers, support staff, school councils and
community volunteers for their participation and input. Your efforts to develop and
implement previous plans have helped to ensure a focus on student success and
achievement at all levels. I sincerely thank all involved for the work undertaken as
enhanced collaboration within our school communities sets a great example for our
students.

School development reports outline some amazing and encouraging initiatives and I am
proud to see the great work being undertaken by schools throughout the Newfoundland
and Labrador English School District. Looking forward, I am optimistic about the
progress we will make as we continue to build upon these plans and continue to provide a
quality education for every student in our District.

Sincerely,

Darrin Pike
CEO/Director of Education
Newfoundland and Labrador English School District
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Principal’s Message
The Annual School Development Report outlines our students’ achievements, school’s
programs and services, and our 4-year School Development Plan.

Based on current data analysis, our Plan focused on improving student performance
across curricular areas. A special focus on analyzing provincial school results occurred
each year. We also placed emphasis on having students become more involved and
motivated around all aspects of school environment.

The 2014-2015 year saw our school implement year one of the School Development Plan
which was drafted during the 2013-2014 school year.

We are extremely pleased with the support and direction we have received from our
school community throughout this process. The staff at Stephenville High have been very
willing partners in the Development process. Again this year the entire staff worked
actively on a number of initiatives. We look forward to working with them again this
year. For additional information, please contact us.

Michael Murrin
Principal (June, 2015)
for
Vernon Lewis
Principal (September, 2015)

School Council Message
I believe that a school is more than a place for learning – it is also a place where our
children develop their talents, make friends and are able to express themselves within a
caring and nurturing environment. In order for our school to fully thrive, it needs the
support and engagement of parents and the community. Next year, our goal is to have all
the school council committee to do a training session.

During the final meeting in May of 2015, the School Council went through the whole
process for School Development Plan and strategies they have already been implemented
(ex. power school, Assessment and Evaluation policies).The school is in the process of
implementing a PBIS model as mandated by the District . We also set goals for next
school year: Beautification and more outdoor eating space for students like picnic tables
.The priority of the School Council is having students helping to provide a safe and
productive learning environment.

As we finish out the year, we take this opportunity to thank the school support and the
new English Board. We look forward to working with you in the future to provide the
very best educational opportunities for all students throughout our region.

Rosie Verma
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School Council Chair

Overview of School

Our School Community
Our school currently has an enrolment of 420 students and offers grades nine through
twelve. The average class size is approximately 24.5 students and 6 per cent of our
student population is receiving special services support. Our school serves the
communities of Fox Island River, Point au Mal, Port au Port East, Kippens, Stephenville,
Cold Brook and Noel’s Pond. Seventy-five percent of our students are bused to school.

Stephenville High School has a total of 29.75 educational staff which includes 19.25
classroom teachers, 5.25 instructional resource teachers, 0.42 Learning Resource teacher,
0.75 guidance 1.50 administration, and 2.50 specialist teachers in the areas of art,
guidance, music, physical education, technology and learning resources. We also have 4
student assistants. In addition to staff based at the school, we have itinerant services for
speech-language pathology, hearing impairment, visual impairment, and education
psychology. Secretarial, maintenance, and custodial support services are provided.

Programs Provided
Our school offers the provincially prescribed curriculum in Grade Nine. At the High
School Level, 94 courses are offered. As well, Stephenville High offers a French
Immersion program and next year will access courses through CDLI.

Key Highlights/Special Projects
We are currently pursuing a number of initiatives to complement the teaching and
learning agenda of Stephenville High school. The school is refurbishing the computer
labs/access in the building through the Multi-Point initiative. This will result in greater
computing access for students and staff alike. Our Experiencing Music (Guitar) program
has evolved from a 1 section pilot to 3 sections in senior high as well as 1 section in
grade 9.

Partnerships
Our school is involved in a number of key partnerships. The Newfoundland and Labrador
Kids Eat Smart Program helps our school offer nutritious breakfasts and lunch to all our
students.

At Stephenville High School we house several CDLI teachers. This arrangement has
allowed us access various technologies to support the teaching and learning agenda.
Examples of this would include access to a mobile smart board, access to 2 class sets of
the Senteos System, and the development of a professional learning center for staff. As
well, CDLI staff members have facilitated professional learning sessions for various staff
of SHS.

The Centre for Distance Learning and Innovation works with school districts to partner in
projects dealing with Information, Communication and Learning Technologies (ICLT).
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The main focus is on how to utilize student owned communication devices to improve
resource access in the classroom. Today’s students do not move far without their mobile
devices, using them for communication, socializing, scheduling, and time-management.
By allowing students to use these devices in a secure, wireless environment in the
classroom it provides them with immediate access to resources that enhance their
capability to understand an outcome.
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Summary Report on the School’s Most Current Data

School Development Plans are revised yearly using the most current data available to the school. In this section, include an analysis
of the school’s most current data, including both quantitative and qualitative data gathered at the provincial, district and school level.
This data, along with the evaluation of last year’s objectives for each goal, help inform the development of the plan for the current
year. If the reporting of any of this data compromises the anonymity of students, it should not be included.

The data presented in this section should be summarized using bullet statements as well as tables (see templates). Appropriate
comparisons should be made to district and provincial data and standards where relevant. Explanatory notes should be included where
applicable to assist in the interpretation of data.

Though all raw data pertinent to a school should be analyzed thoroughly at the school level, not all data needs to be reported in this
section. This section should include:

Provincial Assessment Data

Grade 9 English Language Arts

Grade 9 Enrolment = 100

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Provinc
e

School Region Province

Multiple Choice

Poetic/Fictio
n

68.9 67.4 66.6

Informational
/Non-Fiction

77.0 76.3 76.8 52.3 54.2 55.9 68.1 67.7 68.4

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations

Demand 95.0 91.9 90.6 98.3 92.0 92.7 81.1 84.5 85.3
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Writing

Poetic/Fictio
n

95.8 92.4 91.9

Informational
/Non-Fiction

85.4 87.8 88.8 79.8 82.8 86.2 78.9 82.6 80.6

What do these results tell us?

· Analysis of the data for the Demand Writing indicated that there needed to be a Smart Action Plan developed for the current
2015-2016 cohort to ensure no further downward trend in the school achievement compared to the provincial achievement.
The actions for this Smart Goal stated (1)“Increase student exposure to fiction /non-fiction for the purpose of making
connections within the writing process.” And (2) Strategic use of fiction and non-fictional devices utilized in various genres to
increase student writing performance.” There appears to be gains achieved in the informational/non-fiction component of the
school results as compared to the province. Once again, this improvement can be attributed to the development of a Smart
Academic Goal last year relating to Informational/non-fictional writing.
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Grade 9 Mathematics

Grade 9 Enrolment = 100

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province

Multiple Choice

Number
Concepts

68.6 72.8 68.0 73.3 68.2 66.6

Number
Operations

68.6 72.8 68.0 73.3 68.2 66.6

Patterns
and
Relations

67.7 73.8 70.7 76.1 72.1 71.3

Shape
&Space

73.8 76.0 73.3

Statistics
and
Probabilit

y

84.4 87.5 85.5 82.7 73.0 65.4

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations

Patterns
and
Relations

51.9 57.9 55.2

Number 67.8 71.5 68.1

Criteria 72.6 67.9 65.5

What do these results tell us?
There was a common district Math Exam in June, 2015, instead of a Provincial Assessment. The math results were slightly
above scores from previous years. However, a further breakdown and analysis of the data for the common district exam
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indicated that Smart Academic Action Plans needed to be developed to address challenges with Linear Inequalities and
Equations. Specific emphasis in the actions for the academic goal was (1) placed on ensuring students understand working
with unknowns in the denominator (2) as well as emphasis on multiplying by lcd which will help students moving into Math
1201 and the Rational Expressions Unit.
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Public Exam data (4-year trend data (average final mark))

Course 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Schoo
l

Region Provinc
e

Schoo
l

Region Provinc
e

Schoo
l

Region Provinc
e

Schoo
l

Region Provinc
e

French 3200 77.0 72.7

Français 3202 74.1 76.4 75.6 73.8 75.4 75.7 79.8 78.9 75.0 73.6 75.9 75.7

Mathematics 3205/3200 80.2 79.1 79.1 71.2 79.7 79.8 82.4 77.1 77.9 89.1 81.5 77.4

Mathematics 3204/3201 65.0 62.5 62.8 63.8 62.9 61.3 61.9 63.0 63.8 66.3 64.7 66.1

World Geography 3202 66.7 69.8 68.8 63.8 72.0 70.0 69.6 71.6 70.1 71.4 70.3 69.7

World History 3201 72.0 71.7 70.5 67.2 68.6 72.4 70.4 61.1 67.8 69.7

Histoire mondiale 3231 74.1 74.7 67.3 72.7 64.7 70.9 72.9 72.2

Biology 3201 65.8 66.3 65.9 67.2 65.3 66.5 66.5 63.3 65.3 69.7 66.5 67.6

Chemistry 3202 74.9 71.2 71.3 77.1 72.3 71.9 75.8 74.1 72.8 81.4 74.4 72.8

Physics 3204 75.8 72.2 74.5 77.5 75.9 75.0 75.1 72.6 73.3 86.8 71.8 73.4

Earth Systems 3209 60.5 62.6 60.8 60.3 59.1 61.8 61.1 61.1

English 3201 62.1 65.1 65.0 69.1 69.9 69.3 69.0 69.9 70.6 69.6 69.1 69.9

What do these results tell us?
Note, in some cases, performance below the Provincial average can be attributed to a particular area or areas in the curriculum. These
areas can be identified by analysis of “sub-test” results. These areas if they exist should be identified.

Public exam results are generally quite positive with scores above provincial range in most exams and very few areas of concern.
After analysis of the data, pertaining to subsections of the various public exams, the following Smart Academic Action Goals, with
appropriate actions, were developed to address problematic or challenging areas:

(1) World History 3201: Students need to learn how to better respond to constructed response/source based questions.
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(2) World History 3201: Students need to learn how to analyze a variety of documents, such as cartoons, posters, maps,
photographs and quotations.

(3) Chemistry 3202: To improve understanding of the First Law of Thermodynamics
(4) Chemistry 2202: To improve student understanding of Solution Chemistry
(5) Physics 3204: To improve understanding of the difference between Electric field strength and Coulomb’s law
(6) World Geography 3202: Students need to learn how to analyze a variety of documents, such as illustrations, charts, maps,

and graphs.
(7) World Geography 3202: Students need to apply strategies to successfully complete k (knowledge level ) selected response

questions.
(8) Math 3200: To improve student performance in Trigonometric Identities
(9) Math 3201: To improve student understanding of Rational expressions and equations
(10) English 3201: Create a stronger appreciation for the value of writing.
(11) English 3201: Improve overall student performance in constructed response type writing tasks.

Advanced/Academic/General Enrolment

Percentage of Students enrolled in Academic/Advanced/General Level III Courses

High School Enrolment = 436 (As of November 6, 2015

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province
Advanced
Mathematic

s
(Math 3200)

18.6 22.7 21.2 24.1 22.8 19.6 12.1 12.7 21.7 13.3 14.7 22.7

Academic
Mathematic

s
(Math 3201)

67.1 60.4 58.4 60.0 64.5 62.5 62.7 66.2 56.8 64.4 68.8 58.4

Applied
Mathematic

s

14.3 16.9 20.5 15.9 12.7 17.9 25.3 21.2 21.5 22.2 16.6 19.0
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(Math 3202)

Academic
English
(English

3201)

85.0 77.4 76.6 80.2 80.3 76.5 73.5 80.3 79.2 77.5 78.5 79.3

General
English
(English

3202)

15.0 22.6 23.4 19.8 19.7 23.5 26.5 19.7 20.8 22.5 21.5 20.8

What do these results tell us?
General/Academic/Honours enrolment rates in level III courses are positive, with fewer students enrolled in general for
2015 (ie: 22.2% in applied math 3202 and 22.5% in General English 3202) compared to 2014 (25.3% in math 3202 and 26.5%
in General English 3202). This downward positive shift in the percentage of students enrolled in Applied Math 3202 and
General English 3202 compared to Honours or Academic continues to be our focus every year by appropriately programming
and supporting students in the Honours and Academic Program. Students are only moved to the General Program in Math,
English or Science after a complete file review of their program has been completed. This ensures a move into the General
Program is in the best interest of the student. As well, Smart Action Plans and Individual Student Intervention plans are
identified objectives/strategies within the School Growth Plan that, through the use of differentiated instructional and
assessment strategies, meet the needs of students with the intent they can be successful in the Honours and Academic
Programs. This focus and commitment to appropriate programming will continue again this year.
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Graduation Rate and Status

Percentage of Eligible Graduates that Graduate and Percentage of Graduates with Honours, Academic, or General

High School Enrolment = _____

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province

Graduation
Rate

95.7 93.4 92.7 98.0 95.5 95.7 98.7 94.6 95.2 96.4 94.3 94.0

Graduation Status

Honours 25.5 28.1 27.7 30.0 31.8 28.7 23.1 28.3 29.3 37.5 29.4 31.1

Academi
c

48.2 38.5 40.1 31.0 37.5 38.2 37.2 40.3 40.2 31.3 42.0 41.4

General 26.4 33.4 32.2 39.0 30.7 33.2 39.7 31.5 30.5 31.3 28.6 27.5

What do these results tell us?
Students at Stephenville High are generally successful in graduating from the high school program. From 2011/12 to 2014/15,
inclusive, the graduation rates at Stephenville High have exceeded those of the region and the province. However, the non-
General graduation rates (Academic rate + Honours rate) has been a challenge in recent years. From 2012/13 to 2014/15,
inclusive, the school has seen a lower non-General graduation rate when compared to the Western Region and the province.

To move forward and address this challenge, Stephenville High will action Goal 2 of the School Development Plan which is to
“…improve student achievement across the curriculum in an inclusive environment 9-12.” As well, as identified above, the
only time a student is enrolled in the General Program is through a full review of the student which identifies the move as
being in the best interest of the student.

Scholarships

Student 1:
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Memorial University of Newfoundland Endowmment Fund Scholarship of $1275.00
The Inspire's Building Brighter Futures Bursaries and Scholarship Award of $5000.00
The Laffin NLTA Scholarship of $500

Student 2:
The Terry Fox Humanitarian Award :  $28,000 (7500/year for 4 years pending ongoing fulfillment of  academics and volunteerism).
The KinCanada Bursary of  $1,000
The Premier's Athletic Excellence Award for Biathlon for $1,000
MUN Entrance Scholarship of $2677.00

Student 3:
$1275 from MUN (entrance scholarship)
$1000 from NLESD Education Foundation.
Johnson Insurance Scholarship ($1000).

Student 4:
MUN Entrance Scholarship of $2626.
Western Health Entrance Sholarship of $500.
Margaret Fitzgerald Morgan Scholarship of $3225

Student 5:
Corner Brook Rotary Scholarship of $2000. Port au Port Electoral Program of $1000.
MUN Entrance Scholarship of $2550.
MUN School of Music Scholarship of $2500.

Student 6:
Canadian Association of Principal’s Award for $250.
Memorial University Alumni Scholarship for $25,000.

Number of Level III students = 89

What do these results tell us?
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Students at Stephenville High School continue to compete successful for Provincial and National Scholarships and Bursaries. One
area of growth for the school will be to track students who are receiving scholarships. At the present time, we do not have a tracking
system and are only made aware of scholarships which have been awarded when we are (1) either told by the contributing agency or
(2) receiving students let us know they have been selected/awarded a scholarship. We will investigate an operational issue of
tracking/recording when students are selected/awarded scholarships in the 2015/2016 calendar year.

Internal Assessment Data (synthesis of report card data to report trends)

From June results, the internal school data is very positive with only a few areas of concern. The following courses have 25% or more
of students with marks below 60%; Grade 9 Math (30.3%), ELA 2202 (51.7%), Writing 2203 (31.3%), ELA 3202 (45%), Math 1202
(29.4%), Math 2201 (30.5%), Math 2202 (41.7%). From the same academic year with 47 internally assessed courses offered, 37
(79%) courses had at least 85% of students scoring 60% or higher.

What do these results tell us?

This presents a challenge which the school has addressed by adding new strategies to Goal 2 of the School Development Plan. These
strategies are 2.1.3, 2.1.5, 2.2.3, and 2.3.2 which are all aimed at increasing the overall achievement levels of all students throughout
the school. This, in turn, will reduce the prevalence students scoring 60% or lower.

Additionally, the school is continuing its efforts with Escalating Levels of Intervention (ELI) to address incomplete work or students
that may be performing below ability levels. Overall, the school continues to have positive data in relation to pass rate of internally
assessed courses.

It should be celebrated that, in internally assessed courses, students are generally being very successful. The supports and
instructional strategies that are being utilized throughout the building are creating an environment conducive to learning.
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Finally, include a summary of how the school development plan will address the trends indicated by the data analysis. It should
provide a description of how the objectives of the plan (through its strategies and actions) will focus on these priorities.

Report on School Development Plan for Previous Year (2 – 3 pages)

In the template below, write in the goal and objectives for each goal, and a brief evaluation of each objective (i.e., progress made to
date in achieving the objective). The evaluation of last year’s objectives for each goal, with the analysis of the school’s current data,
help inform the development of the plan for the current year.

An evaluation of each objective includes:
· Revisit the strategies and their respective indicators from the plan
· Determine which strategies were successfully implemented and which were not, based on the indicators
· Provide an explanation for those strategies that were unsuccessful

Included in this section is an Operational Issues Report. State the operational issues as outlined in the previous plan. List the
actions that were taken to address the issues as well as comment, in the evaluation section, on how effective the actions were. If the
issue was not adequately addressed, it should be carried forward to the current plan with new actions.
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Goal 1. To foster a professional learning community characterized by open communication, collaboration and shared leadership.

Objective 1.1 : Increase meaningful
communication between and amongst students,
all staff, parents and the community.

Objective 1.2 : Increase opportunities for staff
collaboration on teaching and learning within
and outside the school community.

Objective 1.3: Increase understanding of, and
opportunities in, leadership roles for ALL
students, teachers, support staff and parent
groups.

Evaluation 1.1 Powerschool was fully
implemented in 2014-2015 as the software
package that facilitates the need for
school/parent communication regarding
student assessment and achievement. As
well a school twitter account was
established to increase student and
parental/guardian awareness of school
functions, activities, programs and
practices.

Evaluation 1.2 Dept.Head Meetings,
Dept. Meetings and Staff Meetings
continue to happen on a monthly basis. A
key aspect of these meetings is to
collaboratively share best practices in
teaching and assessment. Our school
continues to struggle to identify the
operational issue of how we can facilitate
opportunities for student assistants to meet
with teachers to discuss student needs.
This will become a focus for this year.

Evaluation 1.3 The school continues to
share and expand student achievements
with the school community via a bulletin
board and our showcases throughout the
school. Opportunities are continued to be
provided for all students to experience
leadership opportunities through various
initiatives at our school such as
Remembrance Day Celebrations, Prom,
Spirit Activities, MADD and through
Guest Speaker introductions. The student
Council of Stephenville High School
continues to play an active role in the
school and community, as the voice of the
students. The School Council meets
monthly and is also given opportunities to
lead within the school as illustrated by its
involvement in our safe and caring school
initiative or PBIS.
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Goal 2. To improve student achievement across the curriculum in an inclusive environment 9-12.

Objective 2.1 : Increase utilization of diverse
and inclusive teaching strategies..

Objective 2.2 : Use data analysis to maintain
and/or enhance student achievement levels
across the curriculum at or above the
provincial mean.

Objective 2.3: Increase teacher knowledge of
the delivery of student support services.

Evaluation 2.1: Best practices continue to
be incorporated into staff meetings
regarding utilization and implementation of
technology (e.g. Senteos, cell-phones,
iPads, WiFi). Funding was secured in
2014-2015 to purchase two sets of Ipads
(20 in each set) along with two ipad
charging carts to ensure greater access to
technology within the classroom. In
addition, All summative common
assessments, assessing the same outcomes
are submitted to department heads in a
timely manner. This ensures consistency
and fairness between classrooms, but more
importantly has fostered a collaborative
approach of teachers teaching the same
course working closely with one another,
hence impacting instructional and
assessment strategies in a positive manner.

Evaluation 2.2: Data analysis continues
to be conducted regularly in departmental
meetings, breaking it up into manageable
sections (looking at grade level
assessments to highlight areas of concern
and/or successes; staff continually engage
in a learning conversations around
celebrating best practices and
interventions to improve achievement).
An essential part of data analysis is the
creation of Smart Action Plans early in
the year, to identify areas of concern that
can and are addressed in the upcoming
year. Finally, student tracking forms
continue to be used by classroom teachers
to address academic interventions needed
by individual students in order to achieve
maximum success.

Evaluation 2.3: Regular classroom
teachers continue to be involved in the
ISSP/IEP educational process. A
concentrated effort is continually
maintained to ensure all teachers are aware
of their responsibility, in collaboration and
cooperation with IRT teachers, to meet the
needs of all students. One action which
was identified last year which was not
carried out was the creation of a Student
Support Services Website to communicate
important information. This continued to
be a challenge for the school; one that is
hoped to be addressed this year.

Goal 3. To create a safe, caring, respectful and healthy environment where responsibility for learning is demonstrated throughout the school
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community.

Objective 3.1: Endeavour to improve student
motivation and attitudes.

Objective 3.2 : Provide opportunities of
increased connectedness amongst all students and
parents.

Objective 3.3: Provide opportunities to
improve teacher and student wellness.

Evaluation 3.1: Spirit Activities which ran
the entire year to promote school
community were initiated for the first time
in 2014-2015. Students (across grade
levels) were placed into spirit teams for the
year and a School Spirit Activities
Committed under the umbrella of the
Student Council organized Spirit Activities
which were carried out one day per month.
This Positive Behavior Supports, as a
school wide incentive, was aimed at
increasing respect and student
connectedness around the school and based
upon the positive results of our school
profile this was an important initiative.
Jeremy Bennett, a provincial and national
guest speaker was also contracted in the
fall of 2014 to give a school wide
presentation on student motivation and
engagement which was very positively
received by our students.

Evaluation 3.2: An orientation meeting in
the spring of 2015 occurred for our grade 8
parents. This gave our parents, as well as
our new students from our feeder schools,
the opportunity to get to know their new
school. This initiative continues to work
positively for our students who we want to
feel welcome and connected to THEIR new
school. One important initiative/action
identified las year was the creation of a
welcome to Stephenville High Student
Orientation Guide (electronic) outlining
policies and protocols, another action
intended to increase connectedness amongst
staff and students by allowing them to be
familiar with all aspects of Stephenville
High School. Unfortunately this action was
not carried out last year and it is the intent
to carry that over to this coming year.

Evaluation 3.3: The school continues to
host staff pot lucks as well as social
activities such as the Chinese Gift
Exchange during Christmas and the end
of the year to provide collegiality
amongst the staff. The Terry Fox Walk
continues to be a big part of our startup to
the year as well as other important
initiatives such as SWAT,MADD and the
PARTY presentations. Last year was our
first time initiating the Christmas
breakfast for all of our students and staff
and based upon the high attendance rate,
it was a major success.

Goal 3. To create a safe, caring, respectful and healthy environment where responsibility for learning is demonstrated throughout the school
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community.

Objective 3.4: Increase implementation of the Safe and Caring Schools Policy

Evaluation 3.4: There was a continued focus in 2014-2015 to address the school’s Bullying Protocol. Grade level meetings, and
home advisory sessions were used to Promote the prevention of bullying and violence through strategies which encourage safe and
responsible intervention, and reporting. Education of expected behaviors became a focus of what we did on a daily basis, no different
than our focus on educating students in respect to the outcomes of the courses they were completing. Review 360 did not come on-
stream in 2014-2015 but behavioral incidents were recorded in powerschool. Although it was identified in last year’s plan to
analayze behavioral data, that continued to be a challenge as we did not have the capabilities of Review 360. It is the intent this year
to have that as part of our 2015-2016 School Growth Plan.
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Operational Issues Report 2014-2015
Year Issue Action Evaluation

Report 1. Increased access to mobile
technologies to enhance instructional
strategies within the classroom.

2. Parents need to be aware of their
access to student marks via
powerschool and parent login to
provide opportunities of improved
communication between the school
and home.

1. Funding was secured to purchase two
sets (20 in each set) of ipads, along
with a charging cart for each set, to
use within the classroom.

2. Nightly information session held as
well as other forms of
communication via email, radio and
twitter to inform parents of
powerschool and their login accounts
so they could be more
involved/informed with regards to
their child’s learning/progress.

1. Completed.
2. Completed.
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Actions for Change (2 – 3 pages)

In the Actions for Change section, provide a summary of the changes in strategies that will be used for each objective in the current
year’s plan. Also, provide an explanation for the change based on the data analysis and evaluation of the previous year’s plan.

Goal 1. To foster a professional learning community characterized by open communication, collaboration and shared leadership.

Objective 1.1 Increase meaningful
communication between and amongst students,
all staff, parents and the community.

Objective 1.2 Increase opportunities for staff
collaboration on teaching and learning within
and outside the school community.

Objective 1.3 Increase understanding of, and
opportunities in, leadership roles for ALL
students, teachers, support staff and parent
groups.

Actions for Change 1.1

Schedule regular advisory group meetings
throughout the year to obtain feedback from
students relating to school quality of life.

Actions for Change 1.2

Add an icon to First Class SHS area so that teachers
can share their best practices and/or links to
professional reading. This will utilize first class as
a means of sharing best practices and / or links to
professional learning sites.

Actions for Change 1.3

Develop a student survey to identify new areas of
leadership opportunities.
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Goal 2. To improve student achievement across the curriculum in an inclusive environment 9-12.

Objective 2.1 Increase utilization of diverse
and inclusive teaching strategies.

Objective 2.2 Use data analysis to maintain
and/or enhance student achievement levels
across the curriculum at or above the
provincial mean.

Objective 2.3 Increase teacher knowledge of
the delivery of student support services (SSS).

Actions for Change 2.1

Schedule grade level meetings with IRT to discuss
the needs of individual students at the beginning of
the year.

Actions for Change 2.2

Regularly bring powerschool reports relevant to
department meetings (scoresheet, attendance)

Dedicate one staff meeting for the purpose of
upgrading teacher skill in generating reports.

Seek additional support when needed from
administration for specific reporting needs..

Actions for Change 2.3

Lead teachers for all courses will contact SSS team
to inform of upcoming critical assessment.

Goal 3. To create a safe, caring, respectful and healthy environment where responsibility for learning is demonstrated throughout the school
community.
Objective 3.1 Endeavour to improve student
motivation and attitudes.

Objective 3.2 Provide opportunities of
increased connectedness amongst all students and
parents.

Objective 3.3 Provide opportunities to
improve teacher and student wellness.

Actions for Change 3.1

No Changes

Actions for Change 3.2

Begin a Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA) in the school.

Actions for Change 3.3

Host a Mental Health Awareness Evening
Presentation at the school.

Organzie/host a Staff-Student sports events.
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Goal 3. To create a safe, caring, respectful and healthy environment where responsibility for learning is demonstrated throughout the school
community.
Objective 3.4 Increase implementation of the
Safe and Caring Schools Policy

OBJECTIVE 3.5 Continued education of students
in the area of Digital Citizenship.

Actions for Change 3.4

Develop a reward system by identifying ways to
reward students for positive behaviors.

Setup a committee to establish ways to fund the
reward system.

Implement “exit card” initiative for teachers to
record positive student behavior.

Have regular drawings on a monthly or bi-monthly
basis to recognize positive behavior throughout the
school

Actions for Change 3.5

Conduct an afternoon closeout for students to
engage in activities/education related to safety
online.

Liaison with related community organizations
(RCMP, CONA, YMCA, etc.) to assist with the
afternoon closeout on Digital Citizenship.

Visibly display the expectations related to digital
citizenship in all areas of the school.
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School Development Plan for Current Year (3 – 4 pages)

The school development plan for the current year is part of a 3 – 4 year plan developed using the Provincial School Development
Model. The school’s plan is revisited yearly using the results from the Report on School Development Plan from Previous Year and
the Analysis of Most Current School Data. While a school endeavors to meet the target dates of its 3 – 4 year plan, it recognizes that
its plan is flexible and that revisions may occur annually.

This section outlines the School Development Plan for the current year. The templates list the goals, objectives, intended strategies,
indicators of success and support plans. Also included in this section is the Operational Issues Report.
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One Year School Development Plan
School Development Plan 2015 - 2016
Goal 1: To foster a professional learning community characterized by open communication, collaboration and shared leadership.

Objective 1.1: Increase meaningful
communication between and amongst students,
all staff, parents and the community.

Objective 1.2: Increase opportunities for staff
collaboration on teaching and learning within
and outside the school community.

Objective 1.3: Increase understanding of,
and opportunities in, leadership roles for ALL
students, teachers, support staff and parent
groups.

Strategies:

1.1.1 Continue to implement PowerSchool as the
software package that facilitates the need for
school/parent communication regarding student
assessment and achievement.

1.1.2 Utilize our Advisory Groups to obtain
feedback from students relating to school quality
of life.

Strategies:

1.2.1 Continue to provide opportunities for intra-
school and inter-school collaboration on teaching
and learning.

1.2.2 Utilize first class as a means of sharing best
practices and / or links to professional learning
sites.

Strategies:

1.3.1 Continue to recognize student leadership
activities that occur within the school and
community.

1.3.2 Provide students with the opportunity to
identify/suggest student leadership roles within the
school community.

Indicators of Success:

1.1.1Powerschool is being used by
parents/students and staff.

1.1.2 Follow through to see that student
suggestions have been carried out.

Indicators of Success:

1.2.1 Records and/or minutes of opportunities that
have taken place.

1.2.2 Teachers utilize the icon and use the ideas in
the classroom.

Indicators of Success:

1.3.1 Achievements/successes displayed around
the school.

1.3.2 Survey has been carried out to identify
student suggestions.

Goal 1. Support Plan

Financial Professional Development/Time Required
N/A 12.1.1 15-20 discretionary PD days provided to allow for

collaboration to take place amongst teachers
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Goal 2: To improve student achievement across the curriculum in an inclusive environment 9-12.

Objective 2.1: Increase utilization of diverse
and inclusive teaching strategies.

Objective 2.2: Use data analysis to maintain
and/or enhance student achievement levels
across the curriculum at or above the provincial
mean.

Objective 2.3: Inform subject teachers of the
steps involved in the delivery of Student
Support Services.

Strategies:

2.1.1 Continue to avail of technology and its
practical use in each classroom.

2.1.2 Across the curriculum practices will continue
to be developed that address deficiencies in student
achievement/written expression.

2.1.3 Increase collaboration between the IRT and
regular classroom teacher to help meet the needs of
all students.

2.1.4 All departments/subject teams will continue
to engage in common assessment practices and
collaborative analysis of student, class and school
results.

2.1.5 All Departments/subject teams engage in
assessment practices which are reflective of subject
matter.

Strategies:

2.2.1 Continue to Engage in a consistent analysis of
achievement data (internal & external) by the
department/subject based teams to identify specific
areas of need.

2.2.2 Utilize the report capability of PowerSchool to
conduct better data analysis on a regular basis.

Strategies:

2.3.1 Provide opportunities for dialogue between
lead teachers and IRT/student support services to
ensure that student needs are being met.

Indicators of Success:

2.1.1 Teachers of availing of technology

2.1.2 Student intervention plans are discussed at
each dept. meeting.

2.1.3 Pd and collaborative time is made available.

2.1.4 Common assessment practices happening
uniformly.

2.1.5 Assessment practices match with subject
material which is reflective in student achievement
improvement.

Indicators of Success:

2.2.1 Data analysis is part of each dept. meeting.

2.2.2 Reports within PowerSchool are utilized

Indicators of Success:

2.3.1 Pd and collaborative time is made available.
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Goal 2. Support Plan

Financial Professional Development/Time Required
N/A 5 – 10 PD days to allow for teacher collaboration

Goal 3: To create a safe, caring, respectful and healthy environment where responsibility for learning is demonstrated throughout the school
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community.

Objective 3.1: Endeavour to improve student
motivation and attitudes.

Objective 3.2 Provide opportunities of increased
connectedness amongst all students and parents.

Objective 3.3: Provide opportunities to improve
teacher and student wellness.

Strategies:

3.1.1 Continue to implement Positive Behavior
Supports as a school wide incentive to increase
respect.

Strategies:

3.2.1 To foster and expand opportunities for
students to share individual differences.

Strategies;

3.3.1 : Continue to identify and implement
teacher wellness initiatives

3.3.2 Identify and implement student wellness
initiatives.

3.3.3 Continue to engage the Student Council to
host wellness activities that promote
teacher/student unity.

Indicators of Success:

3.1.1 Positive behaviors have increased and there
is a reduction of office referrals.

Indicators of Success:

3.2.1 Gay- Straight Alliance has been formed

Indicators of Success:

3.3.1 Teacher wellness are occurring.

3.3.2 A Mental Health Awareness Evening
Session has been organized

3.3.3 A Christmas Breakfast has been organized.

Objective 3.4: Increase implementation of the
Safe and Caring Schools Policy

Objective 3.5 Continued education of students
in the area of Digital Citizenship.

Strategies:

3.4.1 Review PBIS program with students and
staff to ensure implementation.

3.4.2 Establish a data collection process for
monitoring of student behavior.

3.4.3 Establish a PBIS reward system to
acknowledge positive student behavior

Strategies:

3.5.1 Establish and maintain a program of
educating students about safety online.

3.5.2 : Incorporate the values of Digital awareness and
responsibility within our Behavior Matrix.

Indicators of Success:

3.4.1 PBIS posters are displayed around the
school.

3.4.2 Review 360 has been implemented

3.1.3 A reward system has been established

Indicators of Success:

3.5.1 An afternoon closeout has been organized

3.5.2 Exepectations of Digital Citizenship are
visible around the school.
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Goal 3. Support Plan

Financial Professional Development/Time Required

3.3.1 $500 to facilitate teacher wellness initiatives.
3.3.2 $2000 to facilitate student wellness initiatives.
3.4.3 $1500 to create and implement a student reward program for
PBIS.
3.5.1 $500 for a student workshop day on digital citizenship.

3.5.1 3 PD days for the collaboration regarding the Digital Citizenship workshop.

Operational Issues for 2015-2016

Operational Issue Intended Action
Curriculum labs are a challenge with
often non-operational technology.

Upgrade our curriculum computer labs to Multi-Point Server

The server has an obsolete Operating
System and there are two domains
which create issues for logging in
and completing tasks.

Replace two servers in school with a single new, up to date, server.

Teachers lack electronic resources
outside of the regular classroom.

Deployment of 5 teacher workstations strategically positioned throughout
the building.

The school website is time
consuming to manage.

Upgrade the school website and use social media to keep students, parents,
and the community informed of school events.
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